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Abstract

The growing size of neural language models001
has led to increased attention in model com-002
pression. Pruning methods start from a large003
model and gradually remove model weights—004
they can significantly reduce the model size but005
hardly achieve impressive runtime efficiency.006
On the other hand, distillation methods start007
from a shallower, compact model and can ob-008
tain large speedups—however, they are costly009
to train on large amounts of unlabeled data. In010
this work, we show that structured pruning can011
match the distillation counterparts in both la-012
tency (>10×) and accuracy (>92%) and result013
in highly compact and efficient subnetworks.014
Unlike distillation, our task-specific pruning015
approach, MixedPruning, does not need to pre-016
specify the model architecture nor rely on un-017
labeled data. Our solution is to jointly prune018
layers and sub-modules such as heads and hid-019
den units in Transformer models through l0020
regularization while ensuring that the result-021
ing model is parallelizable. We also propose a022
layerwise distillation approach to further guide023
pruning. Finally, our pruned structures reveal024
interesting patterns—for example, more than025
70% of feed-forward and 50% of self-attention026
layers can be easily pruned, while the first and027
last 1-2 layers are likely to remain for highly028
compressed models.029

1 Introduction030

Fine-tuning pre-trained language models (Devlin031

et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019a; Raffel et al., 2020,032

inter alia) has become the mainstay in natural lan-033

guage processing. These models have high costs in034

terms of storage, memory, and computation time,035

which has motivated a large body of work to make036

them smaller and faster to use in real-world appli-037

cations (Ganesh et al., 2021).038

The two predominant approaches to model com-039

pression are pruning and distillation. Pruning meth-040

ods start from a large, pre-trained model and pro-041

gressively remove redundant weights of the net-042

Speedup # Params MNLI

Distillation
DistillBERT6

♠ 2.0× 43M 82.2
TinyBERT6 2.0× 43M 84.0
MobileBERT‡♠ 2.3× 20M 83.9
DynaBERT 6.3× 11M 76.3
AutoTinyBERT‡ 9.1× 3.3M 78.2
TinyBERT4 11.4× 4.7M 78.8

Pruning
Movement Pruning 1.0× 9M 81.2
Block Pruning 2.7× 25M 83.7
MixedPruning (ours) 2.7× 26M 84.9
MixedPruning (ours) 12.1× 4.4M 80.6

Table 1: A comparison of state-of-the-art distillation and
pruning methods. All the models use BERTbase as the
baseline model except for those labeled as ‡ and we eval-
uate all the models on an NVIDIA V100 GPU by our-
selves (§4.1). Green models have large speed-ups and
are one order of magnitude smaller. ♠: task-agnostic
distillation. We exclude task-specific data augmentation
for a fair comparison.1

work while updating the remaining weights. In 043

particular, structured pruning removes groups of 044

weights or entire subnetworks from the network 045

and can gain actual speedups at inference time. 046

Recent work has investigated how to structurally 047

prune a Transformer networks, from removing en- 048

tire layers (Fan et al., 2020; Sajjad et al., 2020), 049

to pruning heads (Michel et al., 2019; Voita et al., 050

2019), intermediate dimensions (McCarley et al., 051

2019; Wang et al., 2020c) and blocks in weight 052

matrices (Lagunas et al., 2021). However, current 053

pruning methods still cannot obtain large speedups, 054

and most reported results have 2-3× improvement 055

at most. Pushing the pruning rate higher for a 056

highly compressed model with these methods leads 057

to significant performance drops. 058

1We run the TinyBERT experiments by ourselves but no-
ticed that there is a discrepancy between our result and the
number reported in the original paper (TinyBERT4, 80.5 on
MNLI). The only difference is that we use our own teacher
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Figure 1: Comparison of model structures between (a) TinyBERT (Jiao et al., 2020): a manually-specified distillation
model; (b) AutoTinyBERT (Yin et al., 2021): an automatically searched model using Neural Architecture Search;
(c) the structure discovered by our pruning approach MixedPruning. E:d represents an embedding layer with d
dimensions; M:v×h represents a multi-head attention layer with h heads and each head consists of v dimensions;
F:m represents a feed-forward layer with m intermediate dimensions.

On the contrary, distillation methods (Sanh et al.,059

2019; Sun et al., 2019) first specify a shallower060

and compact model architecture and directly distill061

knowledge from the teacher model. For example,062

TinyBERT4 (Jiao et al., 2020) consists of 4 layers063

with a 312 hidden size (the teacher model BERTbase064

has 12 layers with a hidden size of 768). Due to the065

compact structure, these models can easily obtain066

10× times speedup at inference time. Deciding067

the structure of the student model requires care-068

ful architecture search (Yin et al., 2021), and the069

distillation process is usually slow, requiring large070

amounts of unlabeled data or data augmentation.071

In this work, we propose MixedPruning and aim072

to close the gap between pruning and distillation.073

We show a surprising finding: structured pruning074

can also achieve highly compact sub-networks and075

obtain large speedups while achieving competi-076

tive accuracy as the distillation approaches without077

using unlabeled data (Table 1). Our intuition is078

straightforward: we allow for pruning bigger units079

(e.g., entire self-attention or feed-forward layers)080

and smaller units (e.g., heads or intermediate units)081

simultaneously. The pruning process learns mask-082

ing variables of different granularity jointly through083

l0 regularization. Despite its simplicity, we show084

that this mixed-pruning strategy is the key to large085

compression, significantly outperforming counter-086

parts that only prune entire layers or submodules.087

We also find that distillation objectives can pro-088

vide useful signals to pruning and further achieve089

better performance. Since the structure of the stu-090

dent model changes during the course of training,091

we design a layerwise distillation approach, which092

can dynamically learn the layer mapping between093

the student (pruned) model and the teacher (un-094

model for distillation, which is used for all the experiments.

pruned) model during training. 095

We show that MixedPruning delivers more ac- 096

curate models at every level of speedup and model 097

size on GLUE tasks (Wang et al., 2019) and 098

SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), compared to 099

strong pruning and distillation baselines. In par- 100

ticular, it can achieve >10× speedups and a 95% 101

pruning rate across all the datasets while preserving 102

> 92% of accuracy. The results suggest that task- 103

specific pruning can be a very appealing solution to 104

produce smaller and faster models without requir- 105

ing additional unlabeled data for pre-training. We 106

also discover interesting patterns in pruned struc- 107

tures (Figure 1)—for example, we find that for 108

highly compressed models, most hidden dimen- 109

sions (>70%) in FFN layers are removed through 110

pruning. Also, the pruning process favors preserv- 111

ing upper and lower layers and pruning middle 112

layers most of the time. 113

2 Background 114

2.1 Transformers 115

A Transformer network (Vaswani et al., 2017) is 116

composed of L blocks and each block consists 117

of a multi-head self-attention (MHA) layer, and 118

a feed-forward (FFN) layer. An MHA layer with 119

Nh heads takes an input X ∈ Rlen×d and outputs: 120

MHA(X) =
∑Nh

i=1Att(W
(i)
Q ,W

(i)
K ,W

(i)
V ,W

(i)
O , X) 121

where W (i)
Q ,W

(i)
K ,W

(i)
V ,W

(i)
O ∈ Rd×dh denote the 122

query, key, value and output matrices respectively 123

and Att(·) is an attention function. Here d denotes 124

the hidden size (e.g., 768) and dh = d/Nh denotes 125

the output dimension of each head (e.g., 64). 126

The output from the self-attention layer is then 127

fed into a feed-forward layer, which consists of 128
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an up-projection and a down-projection layer, pa-129

rameterzied by WU ∈ Rd×df and WD ∈ Rdf×d:130

131

FFN(X) = gelu(XWU ) ·WD.132

Typically, df = 4d (e.g., 3072). There is also133

a residual connection and a layer normalization134

operation after each MHA and FFN layer.135

MHAs, FFNs account for 1/3 and 2/3 of the136

model parameters in Transformers.2 According to137

the analysis in Ganesh et al. (2021), both MHAs138

and FFNs take roughly similar time on GPUs while139

the FFNs become the bottleneck on CPUs.140

2.2 Pruning141

Pruning approaches aim to remove redundant pa-142

rameters from a pre-trained model without sacri-143

ficing the model performance. The pruning de-144

cisions can be made in a greedy, iterative way—145

e.g., removing the weights with lowest magni-146

tude (Han et al., 2015) or other importance proxy147

scores (Michel et al., 2019), or modeled with148

mask variables as a global optimization prob-149

lem (Louizos et al., 2018; Sanh et al., 2020). Since150

we consider pruning units of different sizes, we151

choose the latter solution in this work. Generally,152

the pruning units can vary from individual weights153

to sub-modules of networks (e.g., layers, heads).154

Although pruning individual weights can lead to a155

very high pruning rate (called “unstructured prun-156

ing”), it is difficult to accelerate the computation157

with the current hardware.158

Layer pruning Several works explored strategies159

to drop entire layers from a pre-trained Transformer160

model (Fan et al., 2020; Sajjad et al., 2020)—in161

these cases, pruning one layer indicates a joint deci-162

sion of pruning both the MHA layer and FFN layer.163

Empirical evidence suggested that 50% of the lay-164

ers can be dropped without big loss in accuracy,165

resulting in a 2× speedup.166

Head pruning Head pruning techniques have been167

widely studied—Voita et al. (2019), Michel et al.168

(2019) showed that only a subset of heads are im-169

portant and the majority can be pruned. We follow170

these works to mask heads by introducing variables171

2Following previous work, we exclude the embedding
matrix in this calculation.

z
(i)
head ∈ {0, 1} to multi-head attention: 172

MHA(X) =

Nh∑
i=1

z
(i)
headAtt(W

(i)
Q ,W

(i)
K ,W

(i)
V ,W

(i)
O , X).

173

Only removing heads cannot lead to considerable 174

latency improvement—e.g., Li et al. (2021) demon- 175

strated 1.4× speedup with only 1 remaining head 176

per layer. However, head pruning can be combined 177

with pruning other components to achieve a smaller 178

model (McCarley et al., 2019). 179

FFN pruning Apart from head pruning, the other 180

major part of Transformer models—feed-forward 181

layers (FFNs)—are also known to be overparam- 182

eterized. Strategies to prune an FFN layer in- 183

clude pruning an entire FFN layer (Prasanna et al., 184

2020) and on a more fine-grained level, pruning 185

intermediate dimensions (McCarley et al., 2019; 186

Hou et al., 2020) by introducing mask variables 187

zint ∈ {0, 1}df : 188

FFN(X) = gelu(XWU ) · diag(zint) ·WD. 189

Pruning intermediate dimensions leads to speedup, 190

as the resulting weight matrices are still fully dense. 191

Block pruning More recently, pruning on a smaller 192

unit—blocks—from MHAs and FFNs have been 193

explored (Lagunas et al., 2021). However, it is 194

hard to optimize models with blocks pruned on the 195

current hardware. Yao et al. (2021) attempted opti- 196

mizing block-pruned models with the block sparse 197

MatMul kernel provided by Triton (Tillet et al., 198

2019), but the reported results are not competitive. 199

2.3 Distillation 200

Knowledge distillation (Hinton et al., 2015; Sanh 201

et al., 2019) is an approach that directly transfers 202

knowledge from the pre-trained model to a student 203

model. Previous work has designed layer mapping 204

strategies to effectively transfer knowledge to a pre- 205

specified model structure (Sun et al., 2019, 2020; 206

Jiao et al., 2020). More recently, Hou et al. (2020) 207

attempted to distill to a model with a more dynamic 208

structure by specifying a set of widths and heights, 209

and each pair determines a model structure. How- 210

ever, each layer’s structure is pre-specified, so the 211

architecture is still more constrained than pruning- 212

based approaches. In this work, apart from design- 213

ing a new pruning strategy, we propose a layerwise 214

distillation objective tailored to model pruning and 215
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show that combining the two leads to the best em-216

pirical performance.217

3 Method218

In this section, we introduce our pruning method219

MixedPruning. Our method is based on two simple220

yet under-explored ideas: (1) we prune both layers221

and sub-modules (heads and hidden units) in a uni-222

fied framework (§3.1); (2) we propose a layerwise223

distillation strategy to transfer knowledge from a224

full model to the pruned model (§3.2).225

3.1 Mixed Pruning of Layers and Submodules226

We propose a pruning strategy that 1) couples prun-227

ing decisions over different units; 2) leads to highly228

parallelizable models with flexible structures.229

Previous works usually prune MHAs and FFNs230

with one single type of modules, e.g., McCarley231

et al. (2019) prune heads for MHAs and interme-232

diate dimensions for FFNs; Prasanna et al. (2020);233

Lin et al. (2020) prune heads for MHAs and entire234

FFN layers. Intuitively, pruning smaller modules235

has the advantage of enabling more flexible model236

structures—in effect, it subsumes structures pruned237

with larger modules. However, empirically we find238

that granular pruning rarely eliminates all the heads239

or intermediate dimensions in any particular layer,240

meaning that the resuting speedup is often smaller241

compared to models with fewer layers, e.g. Tiny-242

BERT.243

To remedy the problem, we present a very simple244

solution: besides pruning heads and intermediate245

dimensions as introduced in §2.2, we introduce two246

additional masks zMHA and zFFN for every MHA247

and FFN layer, with each controlling whether the248

corresponding MHA layer or FFN layer should be249

pruned or not. Now the multi-head self-attention250

and feed-forward layer become:251

MHA(X) =252

zMHA

Nh∑
i=1

(z
(i)
head ·Att(W

(i)
Q ,W

(i)
K ,W

(i)
V ,W

(i)
O , X)253

FFN(X) = zFFN · gelu(XWU ) · diag(zint) ·WD254

With these layer masks introduced, we allow the255

model to directly prune an entire layer, instead of256

pruning all the heads in one MHA layer (or all the257

intermediate dimensions in one FFN layer). Differ-258

ent from the layer dropping strategies in Fan et al.259

(2020); Sajjad et al. (2020), our pruning strategy260

allows the model to drop MHA and FFN layers 261

separately, instead of pruning them as a whole. 262

Furthermore, we also consider pruning the out- 263

put dimensions of MHA(X) and FFN(X) (we 264

call it the hidden dimension, which is always equal 265

to d in Transformers) to allow for more flexibility 266

in the final model structure. We define a set of 267

masks zhidn ∈ {0, 1}d shared across all the layers, 268

because each coordinate in a hidden representation 269

is connected to the same coordinate in the next 270

layer by a residual connection. Essentially, these 271

mask variables apply to all the weight matrices in 272

the model, e.g., diag(zhidn)WQ. Empirically, we 273

find that only a small number of dimensions are 274

pruned (768 → 760), but it still helps improve 275

performance (§4.3). 276

To learn these mask variables, we use l0 regu- 277

larization with the hard concrete distribution from 278

Louizos et al. (2018). We also follow Wang et al. 279

(2020c) to augment the objective with a Lagrangian 280

multiplier to better control the desired pruning rate 281

of pruned model3. We adapt the Lagrangian con- 282

straint accordingly to accommodate mixed levels 283

of pruning masks—for example, the i-th head in an 284

MHA layer is pruned if zMHA is 0 or z(i)head is 0. 285

3.2 Distillation to Pruned Models 286

Previous work has shown that combining distilla- 287

tion with pruning can improve performance. Earlier 288

works apply the distillation objective only to the 289

output of the final layer (Sanh et al., 2020; Lagunas 290

et al., 2021): 291

Lpred = DKL(ps ∥ pt), 292

where ps and pt are softmax probabilities from 293

flattened logits from the pruned student and the full 294

teacher model respectively. 295

In addition to prediction layer distillation, recent 296

work show benefits by also adding a distillation 297

objective in feed-forward layers by minimizing 298

the mean squared error between the hidden rep- 299

resentations of the teacher and student models. In 300

the context of distillation approaches, the architec- 301

ture of the student model is pre-specified, and it is 302

straightforward to define layer mapping between 303

the student and teacher model. For example, the 304

4-layer TinyBERT4 model distills from the 3, 6, 9 305

3We also tried a straight-through estimator as proposed
in Sanh et al. (2020) and find the performance comparable.
We decide to stick to l0 regularization because it is easier to
control the precise pruning rate.
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and 12-th layer of the teacher model. However, dis-306

tilling intermediate layers during the pruning pro-307

cess is challenging as the model structure changes308

throughout training.309

We propose a layer distillation approach for prun-310

ing to best utilize the signals from the teacher311

model. Instead of pre-defining a fixed layer map-312

ping to compute the layer distillation loss, we dy-313

namically learn the layer mapping between the314

full teacher model and the pruned student model.315

Specifically, let T denote a set of teacher layers that316

we use to distill knowledge to the student model.317

We define a layer mapping function m(·), i.e., m(i)318

represents the student layer that distills from the319

teacher layer i. The hidden layer distillation loss is320

defined as321

Llayer =
∑
i∈T

MSE(WlayerH
m(i)
s ,Hi

t),322

where Wlayer ∈ Rd×d is a linear transformation323

matrix and H
m(i)
s ,Hi

t are hidden representations of324

the student FFN layer m(i) and teacher FFN layer325

i. The layer mapping function m(·) is dynamically326

determined during pruning to match a teacher layer327

to its closest layer in the student model:328

m(i) = argmin
j:z

(j)
FFN>0

MSE(WlayerH
j
s,H

i
t).329

We combine the hidden layer distillation with330

prediction layer distillation to form our final distil-331

lation strategy.332

Ldistil = λLpred + (1− λ)Llayer.333

where λ controls the contribution of each loss.334

4 Experiments335

4.1 Setup336

Datasets We evaluate our approach on GLUE337

tasks (Wang et al., 2019) including SST-2 (Socher338

et al., 2013), MNLI (Williams et al., 2018), QQP,339

QNLI and SQuAD 1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).340

Training setup For each experiment, we first341

finetune the model with the distillation objec-342

tive on the dataset for one epoch, then we343

continue training the model with the pruning344

objective with a scheduler to linearly increase345

the pruning rate to the target value within two346

epochs. We finetune the pruned model until conver-347

gence4. We train models with a target sparsities of348

4Please refer to Appendix A for more training details.

{60%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%} on each 349

dataset. For all experiments, we start from the 350

BERTbase model and freeze embedding weights 351

following Sanh et al. (2020). Excluding word em- 352

beddings, the full model size is 84M and we use it 353

to calculate prunnig rates throughout this paper. We 354

report results on development sets of all datasets. 355

Baselines We compare against several strong 356

pruning and distillation models, including 1) 357

DistillBERT6 (Sanh et al., 2019); 2) TinyBERT6 358

and TinyBERT4 (Jiao et al., 2020) both include 359

general distillation for pretraining and task-specific 360

distillation; 3) DynaBERT (Hou et al., 2020): a 361

method that provides dynamic-sized models by 362

specifying width and depth; 4) Block Pruning 363

(Lagunas et al., 2021): a pruning method coupled 364

with prediction-layer distillation. We choose their 365

strongest approach “Hybrid Filled” as our baseline. 366

We also compare to FLOP (Wang et al., 2020c), 367

LayerDrop (Fan et al., 2020), MobileBERT (Sun 368

et al., 2020) and AutoTinyBERT (Yin et al., 2021) 369

in Appendix B5. 370

For TinyBERT and DynaBERT, the released 371

models are trained with task-specific data augmen- 372

tation. For a fair comparison, we train these two 373

models with the released code without data aug- 374

mentation.6 For Block Pruning, we train models 375

with their released checkpoints on GLUE tasks and 376

use SQuAD results from the paper. 377

Speedup evaluation Speedup rate is a primary 378

measurement we use throughout the paper as com- 379

pression rate does not necessarily reflect the actual 380

improvement in inference latency. We use an un- 381

pruned BERTbase as the baseline. We evaluate all 382

the models with the same setup on an Nvidia V100 383

GPU to measure inference speedup. The input size 384

is 128 for GLUE and 384 for SQuAD, and we use a 385

batch size of 128. Note that the results might be dif- 386

ferent from the original papers as the environment 387

for each platform is different. 388

4.2 Main Results 389

Overall performance In Figure 2, we compare the 390

accuracy of MixedPruning models as a function 391

of inference speedup and model size. MixedPrun- 392

5We decided to put these results in Appendix B as they are
not directly comparable to MixedPruning.

6For TinyBERT, the augmented data is 20× larger than the
original data, which makes the training process significantly
slower. Our approach can also benefit from data augmentation,
which we will investigate in future work.
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Figure 2: Accuracy v.s speedup (top) or model size (bottom). We compare MixedPruning against state-of-the-art
distillation and pruning baselines. Note that we exclude embedding size when calculating model size following
Lagunas et al. (2021) as forwarding through the embedding layer has little effect on inference time.

MixedPruning TinyBERT4

speedup accuracy speedup w/o GD w/ GD

SST-2 12.0× 90.6 11.4× 87.7 89.7
QNLI 12.1× 86.1 11.4× 81.8 86.7
MNLI 12.1× 80.6 11.4× 78.7 78.8
QQP 11.0× 90.1 11.4× 89.5 90.0
SQuAD 8.7× 82.6 8.7× - 82.1

Table 2: MixedPruning v.s. TinyBERT4 models with
a ∼ 10× speedup. GD: general distillation (Jiao et al.,
2020), which distills the student model on a large unla-
beled corpus. The number of parameters of the Mixed-
Pruning models and TinyBERT4 are around 5M (equiv-
alently of a 95% pruning rate).

ing delivers more accurate models than distilla-393

tion and pruning baselines at every speedup level394

and model size. Block Pruning (Lagunas et al.,395

2021), a recent work that shows strong performance396

against TinyBERT6, is unable to achieve compara-397

ble speedups as TinyBERT4. Instead, MixedPrun-398

ing has the option to prune both layers and heads399

& intermediate units and can achieve a model with400

a comparable or higher performance compared to401

TinyBERT4 and all the other models. Additionally,402

DynaBERT performs much worse speed-wise be-403

cause it is restricted to remove at most half of the404

MHA and FFN layers.405

Comparison with TinyBERT4 If the final product406

is a compressed model, expected to reach a 10×407

speedup compared to a full-sized model and main-408

tain accuracy as much as possible, what would be409

the most effective and economical way to achieve410

such a model? In Table 2, we show that MixedPrun- 411

ing produces such models and achieves comparable 412

or even better performance than TinyBERT4. Gen- 413

eral distillation, which distills information from 414

a large text corpus, is essential for training distil- 415

lation models like TinyBERT. From Table 2, we 416

observe that general distillation is indispensable 417

in maintaining model accuracy, especially for rela- 418

tively smaller-sized datasets like SST-2 and QNLI. 419

While general distillation could take up to days for 420

training, MixedPruning trains for tens of epochs on 421

a task-specific dataset with a single GPU. We argue 422

that pruning approaches —trained with distillation 423

objectives like MixedPruning— are more economi- 424

cal and efficient in achieving compressed models 425

with a high speedup. 426

4.3 Ablation Study 427

Pruning units We first conduct an ablation study 428

to investigate how different pruning units in Mixed- 429

Pruning affect model performance and inference 430

speedup. We show results in Table 3 for models of 431

similar sizes. Only removing the option to prune 432

hidden dimensions (zhidn) leads to a slightly faster 433

model with a performance drop across the board. 434

We find that it removes more layers than Mixed- 435

Pruning and does not lead to optimal performance 436

under the pruning rate constraint. In addition, drop- 437

ping pruning layers (zMHA, zFFN) brings a signifi- 438

cant drop in terms of both model performance and 439

speedup on highly compressed models (95%, 5M). 440

This result shows that even with the same amount 441
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QNLI (60%) QNLI (95%) MNLI (60%) MNLI (95%) SQuAD (60%) SQuAD (95%)

MixedPruning 2.1× 91.8 12.1× 86.1 2.1× 85.1 12.1× 80.6 2.0× 89.1 8.7× 82.6
−hidden 2.2× 91.3 13.3× 85.6 2.1× 85.2 13.7× 79.8 2.0× 88.7 9.7× 80.8
−hidden & layer 2.2× 91.3 7.2× 84.6 2.1× 84.8 7.0× 78.4 2.1× 88.5 6.4× 74.1

Table 3: Ablation studies on pruning units on QNLI and SQuAD. The pruned models of a pruning rate 60% and
95% have a model size of 34M and 5M respectively. −hidden and −layer denote the variants that we remove the
mask variables corresponding to hidden units (zhidn) and entire layers (zMHA, zFFN).

SST-2 QNLI MNLI QQP SQuAD

MixedPruning 90.6 86.1 80.6 90.1 82.6
−Llayer 91.1 85.1 79.7 89.8 82.5
−Lpred,Llayer 86.6 84.2 78.2 88.1 75.8

Fixed Hidn Distil. 90.0 85.8 80.5 90.0 80.9

Table 4: Ablation study of different distillation objec-
tives on pruned models with a 95% pruning rate. Fixed
hidden distillation: simply matching each layer of the
student and the teacher model, see §4.3 for more details.

of parameters, different configurations for a model442

could lead to drastically different speedups. Re-443

moving the layer masks does not affect the lower444

pruning rate regime (60%, 34M), as keeping all445

the layers would still be the optimal choice at this446

pruning rate. In short, by placing masking vari-447

ables at different levels, the optimization procedure448

is incentivized to prune units accordingly under449

the pruning rate constraint while maximizing the450

model performance.451

Distillation objectives We also ablate on distilla-452

tion objectives to see how each part contributes453

to the high performance of MixedPruning in Ta-454

ble 4. We first observe that removing distillation en-455

tirely leads to a performance drop up to 2-7 points456

across various datasets, showing the necessity to457

combine pruning and distillation for maintaining458

performance. The proposed hidden layer distilla-459

tion objective dynamically matches the layers from460

the teacher model to the student model. A simple461

and intuitive alternative (named "Fixed Hidden Dis-462

tillation") would be to match the layers from the463

teacher model to the existing layers in the student464

model— if the layer is pruned, the distillation to465

that layer stops. We find that fixed hidden distil-466

lation underperforms the dynamic layer matching467

objective used for MixedPruning. Interestingly, the468

proposed dynamic layer matching objective consis-469

tently converges to a specific alignment between470

the layers of the teacher model and student model.471

For example, we find that on QNLI the training472

process dynamically matches the 3, 6, 9, 12 lay-473
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Figure 3: The average intermediate dimensions at each
FFN layer and the average number of heads at each
MHA layer in the pruned models across five datasets
(SST-2, MNLI, QQP, QNLI, and SQuAD 1.1). We study
different pruning rates {60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%}.

ers in the teacher model to 1, 2, 4, 9 layers in the 474

student model7. Moreover, as shown in the table, 475

removing it hurts the performance for the majority 476

of the datasets except SST-2. 477

4.4 Structures of Pruned Models 478

In this section, we study the model struc- 479

tures that are pruned from MixedPruning. We 480

characterize the pruned models with pruning 481

rates {60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%} on all the five 482

datasets that we consider. For each setting, we 483

run MixedPruning three times. Figure 3 demon- 484

strates the number of remaining heads and interme- 485

diate dimensions of the pruned models for different 486

pruning rates.8 Interestingly, we discover common 487

structural patterns in the pruned models: (1) Feed- 488

forward layers are significantly pruned across all 489

pruning rates. For example, for the pruning rate 490

60%, the average number of intermediate dimen- 491

sions in FFN layers after pruning is reduced by 492

71% (3, 072 → 884), and the average number of 493

heads in MHA is reduced by 39% (12 → 7.3). This 494

7Please refer to Appendix C for more details.
8We show more layer analysis in Appendix D.
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Dataset Pruned Models

SST-2
M F M M M F M F F M F M F
M F M F M F M M F M F
M F M F M F M M M

QNLI
M F M M F M F M F M
M F M M F M M M
M F M M F M F M F

MNLI
F M F M M F F

M F M F M M F M M
M F M F M F M M M

QQP
F M M M F M F F M F
F M F M F M F M F
F M M F M M F M F M M

SQuAD
F M F M F M M F M F
F M M F M F M F M F
F M F M M F M F M F

Table 5: Remaining layers in the models pruned by
MixedPruning on different datasets. All models are
pruned at a pruning rate of 95%. For each setting, we
run the experiments three times to obtain three different
pruned models. M represents a remaining MHA layer
and F represents a remaining FFN layer.

suggests FFN layers are more redundant than MHA495

layers. (2) MixedPruning tends to prune submod-496

ules more from upper layers than lower layers. For497

example, upper MHA layers have fewer remaining498

heads than lower layers on average.499

Furthermore, we study the number of remaining500

FFN and MHA layers and visualize the results in501

Table 5 for highly compressed models (pruning rate502

= 95%). Although all the models are roughly of503

the same size, the remaining layers present differ-504

ent patterns for different datasets. We find that on505

SST-2 and QNLI, the first MHA layer is preserved506

but can be removed on QQP and SQuAD. We also507

observe that some layers are particularly impor-508

tant across all datasets. For example, the first MHA509

layer and the second MHA layer are preserved most510

of the time, while the middle layers are often re-511

moved. Generally, the pruned models contain more512

MHA layers than FFN layers (see Appendix D),513

which suggests that MHA layers are more impor-514

tant for solving the downstream tasks. The model515

structures discovered by different runs on one par-516

ticularly dataset do not vary much, indicating that517

there exists task-specific model structures with a518

specific pruning rate. Similar to Press et al. (2020),519

we find that although standard Transformer net-520

works have interleaving FFN layers and MHA lay-521

ers, in our pruned models, adjacent FFN/MHA lay-522

ers could possibly lead to a better performance.523

5 Related Work 524

Structured pruning is more widely explored in com- 525

puter vision, where channel pruning (He et al., 526

2017; Luo et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017, 2019c,b; 527

Molchanov et al., 2019) is a standard structured 528

pruning method for convolution models. The tech- 529

niques can be adapted to Transformer based mod- 530

els for pruning units like layers (Fan et al., 2020; 531

Sajjad et al., 2020), feed-forward layers (Prasanna 532

et al., 2020), heads (Michel et al., 2019; Voita et al., 533

2019), blocks (Lagunas et al., 2021; Yao et al., 534

2021) and dimensions (McCarley et al., 2019). Un- 535

structured pruning is another major research direc- 536

tion, especially gaining popularity in the theory 537

of Lottery Ticket Hypothesis (Frankle and Carbin, 538

2019; Zhou et al., 2019; Renda et al., 2020; Frankle 539

et al., 2020). Several works explore pruning at ini- 540

tialization with or without using training data (Lee 541

et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020a; Tanaka et al., 2020; 542

Su et al., 2020). 543

Besides pruning, many other techniques have 544

been explored and proposed to improve the infer- 545

ence speed-up of Transformer models, including 546

distillation (Turc et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020b; 547

Sanh et al., 2019; Jiao et al., 2020), quantiza- 548

tion (Shen et al., 2020; Fan et al., 2020), dynamic 549

inference acceleration (Xin et al., 2020) and so on. 550

We refer the readers to Ganesh et al. (2021) for a 551

comprehensive survey. 552

6 Conclusion 553

We proposed MixedPruning, a pruning strategy that 554

incorporates all levels of pruning, including layers, 555

heads, intermediate dimensions, and hidden dimen- 556

sions for Transformer-based models. Coupled with 557

a distillation objective tailored to structured prun- 558

ing, we show that MixedPruning compresses mod- 559

els into a rather different structure from standard 560

distillation models but still achieves competitive 561

results with more than 10× speedup. We conclude 562

that task-specific structured pruning from large- 563

sized models could be an appealing replacement 564

for distillation to achieve extreme model compres- 565

sion without resorting to expensive pre-training or 566

data augmentation. We hope that future research 567

continues this line of work by investigating struc- 568

tured pruning for task-agnostic models, given that 569

pruning from a large pre-trained model could save 570

computation from general distillation and results in 571

compressed models with a more flexible structure. 572
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A Reproducibility & Hyperparameters804

We report the hyperparameters that we use in our805

experiments in Table 6. We will be releasing codes806

and running scripts in the final version.

Hyperparameter Value

λ 0.1, 0.3, 0.5
temperature t 2
training learning rate 3e-5
training epochs 20
finetuning epochs 20
finetuning learning rate 1e-5, 2e-5, 3e-5
batch size 32 (GLUE), 16 (SQuAD)

Table 6: Hyperparemeters in the experiments.

807

B Pruning & Distillation Methods808

Comparison809

We show additional pruning and distillation meth-810

ods that are not directly comparable to our method811

in this section.

Method speedup SST-2 QNLI MNLI SQuAD

Wang et al. (2020c)†‡ 1.5X 92.1 89.1 - 85.4
Sajjad et al. (2020)† 2.0X 90.3 - 81.1 -
Fan et al. (2020)†‡ 2.0X 93.2 89.5 84.1 -
Sun et al. (2020) 2.3X 92.1 91.0 83.9 90.3
Yin et al. (2021)♠ 4.3X 91.4 89.7 82.3 87.6
MixedPruning (ours) 2.0X 93.0 91.8 85.3 89.1
MixedPruning (ours) 4.6X 92.6 89.7 83.4 86.4

Table 7: More pruning and distillation baselines. †
denotes that it is a pruning method without distilla-
tion training. ‡ denotes that the model prunes from
a RoBERTabase model. ♠ denotes that the model is dis-
tilled from an Electrabase model. MobileBERT (Sun
et al., 2020) has special architecture designs and distills
from a BERTlarge model.

812

C Alignment from Dynamic Layer813

Matching814

We find that the alignment between the layers of815

the student model and the teacher model shifts dur-816

ing the course of training. To take SST-2 for an817

example, at the beginning of training, the last layer818

of the pretrained model matches to all four layers819

of the teacher model. As the training goes on, the820

model learns the alignment to match the 7, 9, 10, 11821

layers of the student model to the 3, 6, 9, 12 layers822

of the teacher model. For QQP, the model even-823

tually learns to map 2, 5, 8, 11 layers to the four824

layers of the teacher model. The final alignment825

shows that our dynamic layer matching distillation 826

objective is able to find task-specific alignment and 827

improves performance. 828

D FFN/MHA Layers in Pruned Models 829

Figure 4 shows the average number of FFN lay- 830

ers and MHA layers in the pruned models by 831

MixedPruning. We study different pruning rates 832

{60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%}. It is clear that when 833

the pruning rate increases, the pruned models be- 834

come shallower (i.e., the number of layers becomes 835

fewer). Furthermore, we find that the pruned mod- 836

els usually have more MHA layers than FFN lay- 837

ers. This may indicates that MHA layers are more 838

important for solving these downstream tasks com- 839

pared to FFN layers. 840
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Figure 4: The average number of FFN layers and MHA
layers in the pruned models at different pruning rates.
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